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“I was thrown out of college for
cheating on the metaphysics
exam; I looked into the soul of
the boy sitting next to me.”
-Woody Allen
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like that new gainax anime!...

Scary Bathrooms of Michigan Tech
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull
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...see Toilet humor on back
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Dr. Who has a twin brother, didja know?
Dr. Whom. But he’s just an object...

Ballad of the Uoh
Sus Gee 29th
By John Pastore ~ Daily Bull
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...see Knowit the poet on back
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Monday MAD LIBS

The Daily Bull presents: Monday Mad Libs! Each Monday, we’ll feature Mad Libs for you to fill out an enjoy. Plus, if you fill it out and
think yours is the best and most hilarious, submit it to us at bull@
mtu.edu - we might just feature it in one of our issues!
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
MAD LIB 1: (Natural Disaster)
Natural Disaster: ______________
Location: _____________________
Liquid: _______________________
Name: _______________________
Profession: ____________________
Object: ______________________
Name: _______________________
Location:

___________________

Food: ________________________

... Knowit the poet from front
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being half-naked in the dark! You and your bum sit in the gloom, occasionally treated to a flicker or buzz
from the lonely light.
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Down on the first floor, the EERC bathroom is hardly better. This one has an antechamber, like Dillman, but this
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The MEEM bathroom, at least on the fourth floor, is somewhere in between nice and not-nice. Most
people are used to encapsulating themselves in a small stall, but the mechanical engineers do things a bit
differently. There is just a big room: toilet to the right, sink to the left, and an armchair. That’s right – there
is an armchair immediately across from the standalone toilet. I mean… I guess some people might have
great philosophical discussions with friends while on the can, but I personally find it unnerving. Even as
the only one in the restroom, I feel like there’s a creepy ghost sitting in that armchair, watching.
Back to the dorms, in the basement of DHH there is a small 2-stall bathroom. It’s all the way at the end
of a hallway, at the bottom of some stairs, tucked away in the last corner of earth. Frequently, the lights
in the foyer are turned off, the Housing Facilities office is closed, and there is no one in the ballroom but
you. The light switch for the hallway is hidden cleverly by a door… and the door locks, so you can’t
even access the bathroom from upstairs half the time. *shudder* It’s the kind of place where you look
over your shoulder every few seconds, just in case. Once you get
to it, it’s fine.

OMNOMNOMNOMNOM *shudder*

Last, but certainly not least, is the second floor Fisher bathroom.
I find it to be the most terrifying, personally, not because
of their décor – Fisher is a relatively new building. No, I find
those bathrooms scary as hell because each stall has a sign.
The sign says PLEASE FLUSH.
REALLY? Are there people who weren’t aware that’s what
toilets are for? NOW THAT IS TERRIFYING, PEOPLE.
As a sidenote, if you ever want to feel safe and secure and
clean in your bathroom endeavors, use the ones in the MUB
on the floor with the Grand Piano. It’s swanky.

Metalworking: Like Metal Bending.
Started by Toph Bei Fong.

